
Reyna
EAGER TO READ ON MOBILE, 20
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Third Year College Student
Student from the Philippines
Fluent in English and Filipino

• Find resources for academic papers, often starting 
with Wikipedia citations

• Fitting in with her peers by staying up to date with 
current events and other social drivers

GOALS ON MOBILE

CHALLENGES ON MOBILE
• Has to toggle between screens when using a 

mobile translator since English is her second 
language

• Needs to quickly look up various topics to 
comprehend what teachers and peers are 
discussing

• Has limited memory space on mobile and rarely 
downloads apps

DEVICE AND PLATFORM

iPhone 6
Safari Web Browser
32 GB Memory

Main photo above was provided by Upsplash by Ivan Leung.  
https://unsplash.com/photos/y_tXx9_H2Go 

MOBILE CUSTOMIZATION DESIRES

• Improved layout on “May Refer To:” and “See Also” 
pages on mobile for clearer comprehension

Unaware

Doesn’t know it’s 
possible

Reluctant

Uncomfortable  
or afraid

Would only edit 
existing content

Will add new 
content

Limited Confident
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WEEKLY MOBILE USAGE

BEHAVIOR MATRIX
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WIKIPEDIA
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40
hours

ABOUT REYNA
Reyna received an iPhone as a gift from her family 
when she was accepted to college. It helps her 
access internet on the go and it’s her main form of 
communication with her family back in Manila. She 
fills her phone with videos and photos to send to her 
younger brothers, hoping to inspire them to attend 
college one day. Because of this, her memory space 
is limited and she’s reluctant to download an app if 
she doesn’t need to. 

Reyna is the first in her family to attend college 
and was accepted to Walden University on a full 
academic scholarship. Wikipedia is often her starting 
point for academic work, however some of her 
professors consider it an unreliable source and will 
penalize her if she cites it. Despite this, Reyna doesn’t 
see any harm in using Wikipedia and its content and 
sidesteps their warnings by using the sources as her 
primary means of research.   

Motivated to keep up socially, Reyna is constantly 
translating various topics and terms. She finds her 
phone extremely convenient and is constantly 
pulling it out and quickly using Safari to find what 
she needs in and out of class. 

She’s accustomed to seeing Wikipedia as a top 
search result but because her interactions are so 
quick, she’s not always sure if she’s on Wikipedia or 
if she has clicked on another Google result. She just 
wants an answer regardless of source. Sometimes 
when using Facebook or other social media sites, 
Reyna will search “trending topics” and tries to 
learn “quick facts” to compile talking points to use 
when around her peers. She’s grateful for how 
easy Wikipedia seems to be and has found, when 
she’s using it, that it has made her immersion into 
American culture and college life seamless.

How is the app better than 
using the browser?

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

• Become a trusted and primary provider of 
information

• Increase brand awareness by showing the 
value of Wikipedia

• Drive the user to download the app by 
making them aware of its features

INTERNET



Marcos
PRECISE MOBILE READER, 31
West Miami, Florida
Paralegal
Some College, No Degree
Married, One Child
Fluent in English and Spanish

• Find proof that he is right in an argument by using 
Wikipedia

• Find credible information to back up his research 
quickly at work

GOALS ON MOBILE

CHALLENGES ON MOBILE

• Habitually starts a search on web browsers even 
when looking specifically for Wikipedia content

• Frustrated by having to sort through a long 
browsing history to recall an article that he viewed

• Dives into editing without knowing limitations or 
rules and is confused when his edits are rejected

Main photo above was provided by Upsplash by Warren Wong.  
https://unsplash.com/photos/VVEwJJRRHgk

MOBILE CUSTOMIZATION DESIRES

• A better way to save articles so he can quickly 
reference past resources

iPhone 7
Chrome Web Browser
128 GB Memory

Samsung Galaxy S6
Wikipedia App
256GB Memory

Unaware

Doesn’t know it’s 
possible

Reluctant

Uncomfortable  
or afraid

Would only edit 
existing content

Will add new 
content

Limited Confident

MOBILE CONTRIBUTION APTITUDE
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ABOUT MARCOS
Marcos has both the iPhone and Samsung Galaxy 
S6 devices. He has become one of the firm’s best 
paralegals and was issued an iPhone for work. 
Efficient and driven to excel, Marcos uses his 
iPhone for legal research and utilizes Wikipedia on 
Chrome to find legal cases to supports his work. The 
Samsung Galaxy S6 is his personal device that he 
uses any time he’s not working.  

An avid soccer player and fan, Marcos is a die-hard 
AC Milan supporter and has become a subject expert 
surrounding any and all things soccer. Competitive 
by nature, Marcos loves to be right and is not afraid 
to voice his opinion. During heated arguments 
(usually about player statistics), he will quickly use 
the Wikipedia app on his Android to defend his 
points. Wikipedia has often helped Marcos win 
arguments and he trusts the content entirely. He 
mainly downloaded the app to have quick access to 
trusted information in his back pocket.

Since he’s looking up players constantly, Marcos is 
immediately aware when information about players 
is incorrect. While watching an AC Milan match 
on TV, Marcos absentmindedly navigated to the 
Wikipedia page for his idol, Gianluigi Donnarumma. 
He noticed an incorrect factoid and sought out the 
editing interface on the Android app to fix it. He 
found the process confusing and overwhelming, but 
managed to submit an edit. But, while he watched, 
the change was rejected almost immediately. 
Frustrated and not understanding the full nature 
as to why this happened, Marcos became nervous 
about editing on Wikipedia and now keeps his 
knowledge to himself. 

When I’m not at work, I 
use the app for something 
very quick or high-level. 
Anything else I would do on 
the mobile browser.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

• Encourage more frequent reading

• Convert from low confidence of editing to 
confident in editing grammar and/or typos

• Teach and show the user how to edit (editor 
training)

INTERNET



David
ANALYTICAL MOBILE READER, 45
New Orleans, Louisiana
Homicide Detective
College Degree
Divorced
Fluent in English

• Learn about new topics or topics that he’s 
forgotten about through the app home screen

• Pass the time at work

GOALS ON MOBILE

CHALLENGES ON MOBILE

• Is in the habit of only using one or two things 
on apps and doesn’t know the full breadth of 
functionality

• Doesn’t feel like a content expert

• Has been using the app for so long that he’s not 
always sure if he’s viewing articles in the app or on 
the browser

Main photo above was provided by Upsplash by Foto Sushi.  
https://unsplash.com/photos/6anudmpILw4 

MOBILE CUSTOMIZATION DESIRES

• Customizable app homescreen to show him new content 
based on things he’s previously read

iPhone 5S
Wikipedia App
16GB Memory

Unaware

Doesn’t know it’s 
possible

Reluctant

Uncomfortable  
or afraid

Would only edit 
existing content

Will add new 
content

Limited Confident

MOBILE CONTRIBUTION APTITUDE

DEVICE AND PLATFORM
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ABOUT DAVID
David has had an iPhone 5S for the past five years 
and hates the idea of getting a new phone. He 
hates relearning how to use interfaces and likes the 
comfort of having things exactly where he expects 
them to be. When he downloads new apps, he tries 
to find the best parts and will learn how to use them 
efficiently.

David is a homicide detective and spends long hours 
on patrol. He is constantly reading as a way to pass 
the time. When he runs out of things to read, David 
will turn to the Wikipedia app to find new topics 
to explore. It has become a habit of his to open 
the Wikipedia app to read the “On This Day” and 
“Randomizer” articles. He often gets lost in content 
and “rabbitholes” into various topics. 

David has also found himself using Wikipedia to 
learn about topics that come up daily at work. 
Sometimes he needs to know about the chemical 
structure of a specific drug found during a case 
or information about a building’s history during a 
stakeout. 

While curious about a breadth of topics, David has 
never felt like a subject matter expert on any one 
thing. He trusts Wikipedia content and believes that 
panels of experts curate and monitor content to 
make sure what he’s reading is true. He’s been using 
Wikipedia for so long that he’s happy to place his 
trust in editors across the globe. 

At times, David has noticed grammatical errors 
in articles he’s reading. He’s corrected such errors 
on articles before but only on his laptop at home. 
Because his use of the app is so focused, he’s not 
aware that editing is even possible in the Wikipedia 
app on his phone.  He leaves errors knowing that the 
panel of editing experts at Wikipedia will probably 
quickly find and correct them.

I really don’t know what 
I’d do without Wikipedia 
anymore.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

• Encourage more frequent editing

• Create an awareness of other small editing 
behaviors

• Convert them to become an advocate of 
Wikipedia

INTERNET



Ashley
SPORADIC MOBILE READER, 27
Washington, D.C. 
Fashion Stylist and Blogger
Trade/Vocational Training
Single
Fluent in English

• Add content about live or new events to Wikipedia

• Discover fashion inspiration from people, places, 
and things

• Use images to quickly build content for her blog

GOALS ON MOBILE

CHALLENGES ON MOBILE

• Understanding the context and information 
related to images in Wikipedia

• Lacks time to read and therefore only scans 
content briefly

Main photo above was provided by Upsplash by Gabriel Silvério.  
https://unsplash.com/photos/u3WmDyKGsrY

MOBILE CUSTOMIZATION DESIRES

• A better way to track an article’s editing history and 
see editor credentials 

Pixel 2
Wikipedia App
64 GB Memory Space

Unaware

Doesn’t know it’s 
possible

Reluctant

Uncomfortable  
or afraid

Would only edit 
existing content

Will add new 
content

Limited Confident

MOBILE CONTRIBUTION APTITUDE

DEVICE AND PLATFORM
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ABOUT ASHLEY
Ashley recently upgraded her device to a new Pixel 
2. As a stylist and fashion blogger, Ashley needs 
to have latest technology and prides herself in 
keeping up with trends and promoting herself to her 
social media followers. She’s always on the go and 
constantly has her phone in-hand.

Ashley loves to read but doesn’t have much time due 
to her busy work schedule. She often finds herself 
saving articles on the Wikipedia app using the “Save 
for Later” feature. She has deeply explored the app 
and loves that she can customize the home screen, 
which allows her feed to reflect her topics of interest. 
Her favorite thing about the app is the “Nearby” 
feature which she utilizes when she is traveling in a 
new country or city. 

Always posting to update her followers, Ashley has 
gotten into the habit of live streaming and reporting 
on current events of which she is a part. She usually 
contributes images, captions, and/or one or two 
sentences to an event’s Wikipedia page. While 
attending a recent march in D.C., she used her phone 
to update the march’s Wikipedia page, particularly 
regarding the celebrities and political figures who 
were in attendance or speaking.

Ashley almost entirely trusts Wikipedia content. 
She knows anyone can edit and assumes her 
contributions are always accepted, but never goes 
back to check. 

Her only pet peeve about Wikipedia is that she 
wishes that she could quickly change photos in 
existing articles that she feels are outdated or of 
poor quality.  

If there’s breaking news 
and the article hasn’t been 
updated, I’ll bring it up to 
date. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

• Drive them to make deeper edits of 
ephemeral content

• Encourage them to edit evergreen, related 
content

• Make them evangelists of Wikipedia

• Draw them deeper into the Wikipedia 
community

INTERNET



Patricia
INVESTED MOBILE READER, 54
Piedmont, California
University Biology Professor
Doctorate
Married, Three Children
Fluent in English, Prof icient in Dutch

• Read content written by academics about topics 
that relate to her work

• Ensure information is always accurate

• Find sources and citations quickly to confirm 
credibility  

GOALS ON MOBILE

CHALLENGES ON MOBILE

• Hard time seeing small text on her device

• Overwhelmed when a new tab opens for each 
article that she reads in the app, so it’s hard for 
her to sift through the tabs and recall articles

Phot Main photo above was provided by Upsplash by Eye for Ebony.  
https://unsplash.com/photos/ZHEQ56FN_sc o credit

MOBILE CUSTOMIZATION DESIRES

• Ability to be able to change the font to something easier to 
see because of her visual impairment

LG G6
Wikipedia App
32GB Memory

Unaware

Doesn’t know it’s 
possible

Reluctant

Uncomfortable  
or afraid

Would only edit 
existing content

Will add new 
content

Limited Confident

MOBILE CONTRIBUTION APTITUDE

DEVICE AND PLATFORM
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ABOUT PATRICIA

Patricia owns an Android LG G6. She is intentional 
about her phone use and rarely uses it extraneously. 
As a busy professor at UC Berkley, you’ll find Patricia 
either grading student work or preparing a lab for 
her students in her free time. 

Patricia is an advocate of natural science and is 
therefore constantly learning. She is an expert in 
evolution, genetics and cell theory and is revered in 
her department.  As the evolution of species is on the 
forefront of Patricia’s work, she can’t help but draw 
correlation to the evolution of the internet and its 
ever developing nature. 

She enjoys the idea of free information and shares 
her work publicly any chance she gets. Upon 
publishing her dissertation, she was contacted by 
other biologists who were working on similar cellular 
theories and her work helped validate some of 
their hypotheses. This encouraged Patricia to share 
knowledge  freely whenever possible.

While some of her colleagues have a distaste for 
Wikipedia, Patricia finds it to be an incredibly useful 
tool. Having watched Wikipedia change for nearly 
a decade, she believes it has developed into a 
trustworthy resource.

Always curious, Patricia sought to understand 
Wikipedia and how its content was developed, so she 
learned a little about the policies and guidelines of 
adding content. She has added content to Wikipedia 
from her laptop but has never successfully done so 
from her phone. 

Small mobile screens with even smaller text make it 
hard for her to review what she’s trying to contribute, 
and while she does occasionally use a screen reader, 
she finds it too cumbersome to draft large amounts 
of content on her phone to add to an existing article.  

Editing on mobile could be 
convenient but it’s such a 
small space.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

• Encourage to edit on mobile

• Encourage to edit more frequently

• Influence them to teach what they know 
about Wikipedia to others

• Encourage them to bring new people into 
the Wikipedia community

• Bring them to full awareness of the editing 
process

INTERNET


